We prove in this note that if two convex curves are internally tangent (lie on the same side of the common tangent), then in most cases they also cut each other infinitely many times. It follows that, in a certain sense, if two convex curves have an odd number of common points, then in general they are externally tangent (lie on different sides of the common tangent). The sense of the expressions most cases and in general remains to be precised. Let 0 be the subspace of 5" consisting of all pairs of curves in (B having an odd number of common points and let <$ be the set of all pairs in % of curves having finitely many common points. THEOREM 1. In the space 5) of all pairs of internally tangent {closed, smooth) convex curves, the subspace ?T* of all pairs of curves having only one tangent point and cutting each other in every neighbourhood of the tangent point is residual.
Let Q be the space of all (always closed and smooth) convex curves in the plane. Endowed with the Hausdorff metric d, 6 is a Baire space. This result goes essentially back to Klee [2] and Gruber [1] . It is only routine to check that the spaces %, % c & of all pairs of internally, respectively externally tangent curves in Q are Baire spaces too. Thus, the union 5" of "5", with ?T e is, with the topology induced by &, a Baire space.
Let 0 be the subspace of 5" consisting of all pairs of curves in (B having an odd number of common points and let <$ be the set of all pairs in % of curves having finitely many common points. Before giving a proof, let us make some remarks. From Theorem 1 it follows that 5" is of first Baire category in %. In this sense (always) we say that most PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let % be the set of all pairs in % having no cutting point at distance at most « " ' or having some tangent point at distance at least n~x from any point of tangency. We show that ^n is nowhere dense in %.
Let & be an open set in % and (C,, Cj) G &. Let e > 0 be such that (C,', Q G & whenever d(Cj, Cj) < e (J = 1, 2) and (C(, C£) G 5,.. Also, let x be a tangent point of C x and C 2 and let T be one of the half-lines determined by x on the common tangent line at x. Obviously, there exist polygons /*,, P 2 with x as vertex, with no edge on T, at distance less than e from C,, C 2 respectively and such that every common point of P v P 2 different from x is not a vertex of any of them, but a cutting point of two edges. Let.y, be the vertex of Pj such that xy, is an edge of Pj andy x ,y 2 , The on the same side of the line orthogonal at x to T. Let Oj be the angle between xy } and T, and suppose, without loss of generality, that a, < « 2 . Let z 2 be the vertex of P 2 followingy 2 . The line through y 2 , z 2 intersects T (if e is small enough) at some point u. Ify converges to x on T, then the distance S(y) between x and the intersection point of yy 2 with the line through x, y t converges to zero. Thus, we can find a point y 0 =£ x on T at distance less than e from x, closer to x than u and such that S(y^) < (3n)~' and y 0 y 2 meets xy x in a point t ¥^y x . Let
2). Now, there exists v > 0 such that, for any pair (C(, C£) G 5; with d(Cj, Pj) < v, the following holds:
(ii) the tangent points of C,', Cj are necessarily at distance at most (3n)~' from x, (iii) to each cutting point c of P{, P 2 it corresponds precisely one cutting point of C{, C 2 at distance at most (3n)~' from c. It follows that, for every such pair (C{, C 2 ), 1°. no tangent points have distance more than 2(3n)~l from each other. 2°. the distance between the cutting point t' of C[, C 2 corresponding to t and any tangent point x' of C,', C 2 is at most equal to the distance from / to t' plus the distance 8(y 0 ) from / to x plus the distance from x to x', hence at most n~l.
terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700024241 Tudor Zamfirescu [3] Therefore % is nowhere dense in %. Thus, the set %, -$* = U"_, % is residual in %.
Without any additional difficulty the following /i-dimensional version can be proved. Let S be the subspace of % of all pairs of internally tangent convex curves, one of which is a circle. It is easily seen that S is a Baire space too. The following result is analogous to Theorem 1; the proof is similar and therefore omitted. THEOREM 
f * n § is residual in S.
A special interest of this theorem lies in the following apparent contradiction: On one hand, for most pairs in S, the (unique) tangent point is not isolated in the set of all common points. On the other hand, by Theorem 2 in [3] , most curves in G have vanishing curvature a.e. Any circle tangent to such a curve at a point where the curvature vanishes does not meet again the curve in some neighbourhood of that point. Thus, for most convex curves in (5 and almost all tangent circles (in an obvious measure-theoretical sense), there is a tangent point isolated in the set of all common points!
